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A BSTRACT
Deduplication is a storage saving technique which has been adopted by many cloud storage providers such as
Dropbox. The simple principle of deduplication is that duplicate data uploaded by different users are stored only
once. Unfortunately, deduplication is not compatible with encryption. As a scheme that allows deduplication of
encrypted data segments, we propose ClouDedup, a secure and efficient storage service which guarantees blocklevel deduplication and data confidentiality at the same time. ClouDedup strengthens convergent encryption by
employing a component that implements an additional encryption operation and an access control mechanism. We
also propose to introduce an additional component which is in charge of providing a key management system for
data blocks together with the actual deduplication operation. We show that the overhead introduced by these new
components is minimal and does not impact the overall storage and computational costs.
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1

I NTRODUCTION

Cloud storage providers offer to their customers a potentially infinite storage space. In this scenario, users use
large amount of storage space and vendors constantly
look for techniques aimed to minimize redundant data
and optimize performance and costs. A common technique that gained popularity lately is cross-user deduplication, for its ability to remove duplicates and store duplicate data only once. If different users upload the same
file, instead of storing multiple copies of it, the cloud
provider adds the user to access control list of the unique
copy of the file. Costs of storing and transferring data
can be greatly reduced. As an example, deduplication
can reduce 90 to 95% of storage based on the experiments in [5].

Along with low ownership costs and flexibility, users
also require the protection of their data and confidentiality guarantees through encryption. Unfortunately, deduplication and encryption are two conflicting technologies. While the aim of deduplication is to detect identical data segments and store them only once, the result
of encryption is to make two identical data segments indistinguishable after being encrypted. This means that if
data are encrypted by users in a standard way, the cloud
storage provider cannot apply deduplication since two
identical data segments will be different after encryption.
Convergent encryption (CE) [13,20,21] is a technique
that can meet the requirements of two conflicting solutions between deduplication and encryption. In CE, the
encryption key is derived and computed based on the
data provided. For instance, the key can be the result of
the hash of the data segment. However, convergent en10
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cryption has various well-known weaknesses [10,19] despite of its suitability. One common vulnerability is the
dictionary attack, in which an attacker manages to generate a potential encryption key and, by comparing the two
ciphertexts, check whether a file has already been stored
or not.
We propose a solution, ClouDedup, that provides both
deduplication and encryption and retains benefits offered
by each technique. ClouDedup makes use of convergent
encryption but prevents the above-mentioned dictionary
attacks. The components involved in ClouDedup are: the
basic cloud storage provider, a metadata manager and an
additional server. The server guarantees data confidentiality even for predictable files. The metadata manager
provides a system for key-management and block-level
deduplication.
To summarize our contributions:

with two identical plaintexts will obtain two identical ciphertexts since the encryption key is the same. This allows the cloud storage provider to perform deduplication
on such ciphertexts without having any knowledge on the
original plain-texts.

2.3

Weaknesses of Convergent Encryption

Discussions of vulnerabilities affecting convergent encryption have been presented [3, 10, 19]. As discussed in
Section 1, potential malicious cloud providers can perform offline dictionary attacks and discover predictable
files. This explains why a strategy is needed to enforce
security while retaining benefits offered by deduplication
and convergent encryption.

3

• ClouDedup achieves block-level deduplication
and data confidentiality against honest-but-curious
cloud storage providers while providing a secure solution against weaknesses raised by convergent encryption;

R ELATED W ORK

Convergent encryption is a particular type of deterministic encryption, and it is suitable to achieve both confidentiality and deduplication [16, 24]. However, it is known
to have several well-known weaknesses which do not ensure protection of predictable files against dictionary attacks [7, 13]. Warner and Perttula [19] have proposed to
• ClouDedup offers an efficient key management soadd a secret S to the encryption key to overcome this islution through the metadata manager;
sue. Based on their rationale, the new definition of the
• We propose a robust and secure architecture, in encryption key is K = H(S|M ) where | denotes an opwhich a single component cannot compromise the eration between S and M . However, there is a limitation
whole system without colluding with other compo- to their approach, since they constrain the application of
deduplication between a limited set of users. Most imnents;
portantly, the security of the system can be compromised
• ClouDedup is fully compatible with existing cloud by knowing the secret S. The most recent work on this
storage providers.
topic is [9] in our knowledge, where keys are generated
with the aid of a key server which retains a secret. The
security of the entire system can be compromised and the
2 BACKGROUND
confidentiality of unpredictable files is no longer guar2.1 Deduplication
anteed while an attacker learns the secret. To address
all these ongoing issues, we propose ClouDedup. Our
It is worth mentioning that deduplication can either be
approach provides data confidentiality without impactfile-level [23] or block-level [12]. The latter corresponds
ing deduplication effectiveness, because ClouDedup is
to the most common strategy and is also the one to which
entirely independent from the deduplication technique.
we refer in this paper. The block size in block-based
ClouDedup does not rely on the security of one single
deduplication can either be fixed or variable [22].
component and handles block-level deduplication in an
efficient manner. Moreover, ClouDedup protects against
2.2 Convergent Encryption
side-channel attacks and preserve users’s privacy.
Convergent encryption (CE) derives the encryption key
from the plaintext. The most common implementations 4 C LOU D EDUP
compute key as the hash of the plaintext. Here is a simple example which illustrates how it works: Adam de- ClouDedup proposes a scheme for block-level deduplirives the encryption key from her message M such that cation of encrypted files. Two components are availK = H(M ), where H is a cryptographic hash func- able. First, a server that implements access control and
tion; she can encrypt the message with this key, hence: achieves the main protection against dictionary attacks.
C = E(K, M ) = E(H(M ), M ), where E is a block Second, the metadata manager (MM), which is responsicipher. By applying this technique, two different users ble for block-level deduplication and key management.
11
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with an emphasis in efficient key management. Even
though a single component is compromised, it does not
make the security of the entire system collapsed. As explained in Section 4.1, server is trusted for authentication, access control and additional encryption. However,
it is not trusted for data confidentiality since it cannot
perform offline dictionary attacks. With regard to our
model, the cloud storage provider is honest but curious.
In other words, cloud providers might attempt to discover the original content of encrypted data stored by
users while performing their tasks.

5

Figure 1: High-level view of ClouDedup

C OMPONENTS

5.1
4.1

The Server

In order to prevent attacks against convergent encryption
(CE), we propose to encrypt the ciphertexts with another
encryption algorithm using the same keying material for
all input. The benefit is that encrypted data are confidential while deduplication is still possible. Additionally,
our proposed solution is unaffected by weaknesses related to CE. On of the most important tasks of the server
is to securely retain the keying material used for the additional encryption. In a real deployment scenario, this
goal can be effectively accomplished by using a hardware security module (HSM) [4]. The server is a core
component of ClouDedup. User authentication, an access control mechanism and additional encryption operation are all managed by the server. Each encrypted data
segment is linked with a signature generated by its owner
and verified upon data retrieval requests. The signature
of each segment is used by the server to identify the recipient.

4.2

Users split files into blocks, encrypt them with the CE,
followed by signing the resulting encrypted blocks and
creating the storage request. They encrypt each block
key and each block with their own secret key. For each
file, this key will be used to decrypt and re-build the original file during the retrieval phase. Finally, the user also
signs each block with a compact signature scheme. The
main architecture is illustrated in 1.

5.2

Server

Three roles are offered by the server. First, it authenticates users during the storage/retrieval phase. Second,
it performs access control. Third and most important, it
encrypts/decrypts data uploaded by users in order to prevent attacks based on CE weaknesses. The server also
verifies the signature of each block with the user’s public
key during the retrieval phase.

5.3 Metadata Manager (MM)
Block-level Deduplication and Key ManMM handles deduplication and stores metadata which
agement

Block-level deduplication raises an issue with respect to
key management. Indeed, users need to store the value
of the key for each encrypted data segment. Unlike filelevel deduplication, in case of block-level deduplication,
the requirement to store and retrieve CE keys for each
block in a secure way, calls for a key management solution. We thus suggest to include a new component,
the metadata manager (MM), in ClouDedup in order to
implement the key management for each block together
with the actual deduplication operation.

4.3

User

include block signatures, encrypted keys and pointers to
the actual storage. MM has a linked list, which is structured as follows.
The linked list is the main data structure used for the
deduplication operation and is structured as follows:
• Each element of the linked list represents a data
block. The identifier of each element is computed
by hashing the encrypted data block received from
the server.
• If there is a link between two elements X and Y,
it means that X is the predecessor of Y in a given
file. A link between two elements X and Y contains
the file identifier and the encryption of the key to
decrypt the data block Y.

Threat Model

Achieving data confidentiality without losing the advantage of deduplication is the main goal of ClouDedup,
12
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MM also checks whether a user is authorized to retrieve a file that he/she has requested. This provides an
additional access control. Additionally, MM communicates with cloud service provider (SP) to store and retrieve data blocks.

5.4

6

P ROTOCOL

In this section we describe the two main operations
of ClouDedup: storage and retrieval. The description
of other operations such as removal, modification and
search are out of the scope of this paper.

Cloud Storage Provider (SP)

EK
H
Bi
Bi0
Bi00

The only role of SP is to physically store data blocks
and allow MM to access those blocks. Data blocks from
MM can be considered as files (or objects) of small size.
For this reason, ClouDedup to make use of well-known
cloud storage providers such as Amazon S3 [1].

5.5

Ki
Ki0
KA
KUj
P KUj
Si

ClouDedup’s architecture in practice

6.1

Notation
encryption function with key K
hash function
ith block of a file
ith block of a file after convergent encryption
ith block of a file after encryption
at the server
key generated from the ith block of a file
Ki after encryption at the server
secret key of server
secret key of user j
private key of the certificate of user j
signature of ith block of a file with P KUj

Storage

During the storage procedure, a user uploads a file to the
system. We describe a scenario in which a user Uj wants
to upload the file F1.

Figure 2: ClouDedup’s Architecture
We demonstrate how our proposed architecture can be
deployed with existing and widespread technologies in
this section. We take into account the following scenario:
a group of users store their data in the cloud and want to
keep their data confidential while trying to save as much
storage space as possible. As shown in Fig. 2, the server
can be implemented using a Luna SA HSM [4] deployed
on the users’ premises or as a virtual appliance in the
Cloud. As documented in [2], in order to make the system resilient against single-point-of-failure issues, it is
possible to build a high availability array by using multiple Luna SA HSMs. MM can be hosted on the users’
premises or in a virtual appliance. In order to minimize communication delays and improve performance,
we suggest to place MM as close as possible to cloud
storage provider. In our current implementation, in order
to store metadata and encrypted keys, we employ REDIS
[6], an advanced, lightweight and high-performance keyvalue store which can contain lists, hash tables, strings,
sets and ordered sets. Finally, very popular cloud storage solutions such as Amazon S3 [1] might be used as
storage providers.

Figure 3: Storage Protocol
USER User Uj splits F1 into several blocks. For
each block Bi , Uj generates a key by hashing the block
and uses this key to encrypt the block itself. Therefore Bi0 = EKi (Bi ) where Ki = H(Bi ). Uj stores
K1 and encrypts each following key with the key corresponding to the previous block: EKi−1 (Ki ). Uj further
encrypts each key (except K1 ) with his own secret key
KUj : EKUj (EKi−1 (Ki )). Uj computes the block signatures as described in 5.1. Uj sends a request to the server
in order to upload file F1. The request is composed by:
• Uj ’s id : IDUj ;
• the encrypted file name;
• file identifier : Fid1 ;
• first data block : EK1 (B1 );
13
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• for each following data block Bi (i ≥ 2): key to
decrypt block Bi , that is EKUj (EKi−1 (Ki )); signature of block Bi , that is Si ; data block Bi0 :
EKi (Bi );
In order to improve the level of privacy and reveal as
little information as possible, Uj encrypts the file name
with his own secret key. File identifiers are generated
by hashing the concatenation of user ID and file name
H(user ID | f ile name).
SERVER The server receives a request from user
Uj and runs SSL in order to authenticate Uj and securely communicate. Each key, signature and block
are encrypted under KA (server’s secret key): Bi00 =
EKA (EKi (Bi )), Ki0 = EKA (EKUj (EKi−1 (Ki ))), Si0 =
EKA (Si ). The only parts of the request which are not
encrypted are user’s id, the file name and the file identifier. The server forwards the new encrypted request to
MM.
MM MM receives the request from the server and for
each block Bi00 contained in the request, MM checks if
that block has already been stored by computing its hash
value and comparing it to the ones already stored. If the
block has not been stored in the past, MM creates a new
node in the linked list, the identifier of the node is equal
to H(Bi00 ). MM updates the data structure by linking
each node (block) of file F1 to its successor. A link from
00
block Bi−1
to block Bi00 contains the following information: {Fid1 , EKA (EKUj (EKi−1 (Ki )))}. It is worth
pointing out that each key is encrypted with the key of
the previous block and users retain the key of the first
block, which is required to start the decryption process.
This way, a chaining mechanism is put in place and the
key retained by the user is the starting point to decrypt
all the keys. Moreover, MM stores the signature of each
block in the signature table, which associates each block
of each user to one signature. For each block Bi00 not already stored, MM sends a storage request to SP which
will store the block and return a pointer. Pointers are
stored in the pointer table, which associates one pointer
to each block identifier.
SP SP receives a request to store a block. After storing
it, SP returns the pointer to the block.
MM MM receives the pointer from SP and stores it in
the pointer table.

6.2

Figure 4: Retrieval Protocol

the user’s id IDUj , the file identifier Fid1 and his certificate.
SERVER The server receives the request, authenticates Uj and if the authentication does not fail, the server
forwards the request to MM without performing any encryption.
MM MM receives the request from the server and analyzes it in order to check if Uj is authorized to access
Fid1 (Uj is the owner of the file). If the user is authorized, MM looks up the file identifier in the file table in
order to get the pointer to the first block of the file. Then,
MM visits the linked list in order to retrieve all the blocks
that compose the file. For each of these blocks, MM retrieves the pointer from the pointer table and sends a request to SP.
SP SP returns the content of the encrypted blocks to
MM. Bi00 = EKA (EKi (Bi )).
MM MM builds a response which contains all the
blocks, keys and signatures of file F1. Signatures are
retrieved from the signature table. The response is structured as follows:
• file identifier: Fid1 ;
• first data block : EKA (EK1 (B1 ));
• for each following data block Bi (i ≥ 2): key to
decrypt block Bi , that is EKA (EKUj (EKi−1 (Ki )));
signature of block Bi , that is EKA (Si ); data block
Bi00 : EKA (EKi (Bi ));

Retrieval

During the retrieval procedure, a user downloads a file
from the system. We describe a scenario in which a user
Uj wants to download the file F1.
USER User Uj sends a retrieval request to the server
in order to retrieve file F1. The request is composed by

MM sends the response to the server.
SERVER The server decrypts blocks, signatures and
keys with KA . If the signature verification does not
fail, the server sends a response to Uj . Each key-block
pair received by the user, will be structured as follows:
{EKUj (EKi−1 (Ki )), EKi (Bi )}.
14
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• File table. The file table stores one record for each
USER Uj can finally decrypt blocks and keys. Uj alfile: file id (256 bits), file name (256 bits), user id
ready knows the key corresponding to the block B1 . For
(32 bits) and the id of the first data block (256 bits).
each data block Bi , Uj decrypts block Bi0 using Ki and
Ki+1 using KUj and Ki . Uj can finally rebuild the origRabin 8K is the best chunking algorithm [17], that reinal file F1.
sults in 68% of space savings. Results in Fig. 5 show
that the overhead introduced by the MM does not affect
7 E VALUATION
space savings of deduplication. The total storage space
required for metadata is equal to 2.22% of the size of
This section describes our evaluation to test storage non-deduplicated data, while dealing with the best deduspace and computational complexity, including the plication setup. All these results prove that the overhead
ClouDedup’s resilience against potential attacks. We use for block-level deduplication is affordable even with enthe same parameters of [17] in order to evaluate a real cryption.
scenario.

7.1

7.2

Storage Space

Computation

This section describes our analysis of the computational
cost on storage and retrieval, which are two main operations used in cloud storage. N is the mean number of
blocks per file and M the total number of blocks stored
in the system.
Encryption
Hash
Lookup in data structures
Other

7.2.1

Retrieval
O(N )
O(N )
O(N )
O(N )

Storage

There are four types of costs involved. They are encryption, hash, lookup in data structures and other. The computational complexity of encryption and hash is O(N ),
while the complexity of lookup in data structures is equal
to O(N logM ). These results are based on our previous
studies [18]. The total cost of the storage operation is
linear for the encryption operations.

Figure 5: Overhead in terms of storage space of our
solution compared to solutions with no metadata
A scenario of 857 file systems was analyzed. The
mean number of files per file system is 225K and the
mean size of a file is 318K, with the total amount of data
as 57T. We use SHA256 as hash function so the key size
of each block is 256 bits in our design. Metadata storage
space is estimated by taking into account four main data
structures:

7.2.2

Retrieval

The computational cost is O(N ) for all of encryption,
hash, lookup in data structures and other [18]. The total
cost of the retrieval operation is linear and the system is
scalable for large datasets.

• Linked list. The linked list contains one node (256
bits) and multiple links for each block. A link contains a pointer (64 bits) to a successor block for a
given file and additional information such as encrypted block keys (256 bits) and file id (256 bits).

7.3

• Pointer table. The pointer table stores one record
for each block: block id (256 bits) and the id of the
actual block stored at the cloud storage provider (64
bits).
• Signature table. The signature table stores one
record for each block (non-deduplicated): block id
(256 bits), file id (256 bits) and the signature (2048
bits for the first block, 128 bits for the other blocks).

Storage
O(N )
O(N )
O(N log M )
O(N )

Security

We described the design, components, functionality and
evaluation for ClouDedup. We explained that ClouDedup can retain the advantages of deduplication and convergent encryption. We explained the use-case scenario,
and showed that our data can be kept secure in between
users, the server and the metadata manager. As we mentioned above, compromising one single component does
not make the security of the entire system collapse. For
the sake of brevity, in this paper we just analyze the
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most significant attack scenario. If the attacker compromises the server, online attacks would be possible since
this component directly communicates with users. However, the effect of such a breach is limited since data uploaded by users are encrypted with convergent encryption, which guarantees confidentiality for unpredictable
files [10]. A full security analysis of ClouDedup can be
found in our previous study [18].

8

C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK

We explained our motivations to design ClouDedup in
a way that confidentiality and block-level deduplication
are achieved at the same time. Our proposed solution is
built on top of convergent encryption. We showed that
the overhead of metadata management is minimal despite the requirements of bock-level deduplication. We
proposed three core components: users, the server and
the metadata manager. In particular, the server is the
core component which adds an additional layer of symmetric encryption. We explained the weaknesses of existing approaches and demonstrated that our proposed
approach can fully address CE vulnerabilities and prevent malicious providers from accessing users’ data. We
performed an evaluation to show that our approach can
efficiently reduce costs and storage space in the cloud.
We also illustrated a realistic implementation of ClouDedup with existing and widespread technologies. We are
currently developing a full prototype of the system and
we aim to provide a complete performance analysis very
soon. In the performance analysis we will compare the
performance of ClouDedup with the most popular cloud
storage services and we will analyze performance for
both unique files and duplicate files. Furthermore, thanks
to the results obtained from the performance analysis, we
will work on finding possible optimizations in terms of
bandwidth, storage space and computation.
Also, we are currently studying how our system can
be integrated with proofs of retrievability (PoR) mechanisms [14] [15], which are based on a challenge-response
protocol between users and the cloud provider. Such a
functionality would be very valuable from the user point
of view since it would guarantee that deduplication is
correctly performed and no file has been corrupted or
accidentally deleted. Indeeed, without actually downloading the entire file, a user could verify that a given
file can be correctly retrieved in the future. Unfortunately, this integration is quite challenging since the existing approaches appear to be incompatible with the underlying deduplication architecture. For instance, the
sentinel-based approach [15], in which pseudo-random
blocks are injected in the original file before being uploaded, can negatively affect the final deduplication rate

since the original file has been modified. On the other
hand, the tag-based approach [14] relies on a homomorphic property of the tags in order to aggregate blocks and
tags in the response while enabling the user to correctly
perform the verification. Unfortunately, in ClouDedup
such a property would be lost because of the additional
encryption performed by the server.
In addition to PoR, we are also investigating how
ClouDedup can be further extended with other security
features such as search over encrypted data [8] and data
integrity checking [11].
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